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Scope:

Purpose of bead-tagging: To facilitate identifying individual iguanas at a distance -- without disturbing or handling them.

Advantage over toe-clipping: Much easier to see; many more combinations possible; doesn’t affect animal as much.

Bead Observation: Use binoculars. Recommend Nikon Monarch 10X42 or equivalent . 7X or 8x power binoculars do not have 
sufficient power.

Useful life expectancy of tag: Some come off in the first breeding year (especially on females) but durations of 8 years and 
over are not uncommon.

Bead Tag Weight: Insignificant.

Note on Bead/PIT tagging, and Weight & Measures Session: No hard and fast rules about what other measures are taken 
at the same time, it all depends on the purpose of the work etc. However, if animals are being handled for bead tagging, it is 
preferable to carry out all procedures needed in one session, so the animal only has to be handled once. Sequence of multiple 
procedures isn’t important in a general sense, and should be a matter of common sense and convenience.

Lost Beads: If a bead tag tears out, as sometimes happens with females during mating, re-beading is possible if the original tag 
was placed towards the rear (or front) of the nuchal crest. Just place the new tag further forward (or backwards) to stay clear 
of the damaged area. On older animals it is also possible to bead tag beneath the dorsal crest, though the skin flap available is 
not as deep.

Preparation: 

Work area: Shaded work area. Check and lay out all tools and supplies before starting.

Record keeping journal: For the Blue Iguana Recovery Program we operate a triply redundant ID system: PIT tag is primary; 
bead tag is recorded against that, then we also take head scale photos with the bead tag visible. The bead tag is a temporary ID, 
and should be linked in data records to a permanent one (PIT tag is great).

Two-person requirement: Assistant holds animal while the other tags. It is possible to do this single handed if the animal is 
small, or restrained with straps.

Person performing the tagging procedure: The needle and iguana skin needs to be clean (alcohol), the operator should not 
have overtly dirty hands. Alcohol-soaked cotton swabs in a pot are great for wiping gunk off fingers before handling a tagging 
needle.

Process:

Ideal tagging location on the animal:  Bead-tag location is uniform amongst all animals. Towards the rear of the nuchal crest, 
through the skin beneath the crest spines. Don’t pierce too close to the root of a crest spine – this will cause spine growth de-
formity.

Prepare tag(s) before handling the animal. Cut 3” of wire, with a leader sleeve crimped on one end, and the beads for one side 
of the tag in place. Have the matching beads and leader sleeves readily available. Beads are read from outside inwards, and 
are mirror image on each side (i.e. bead tag reads the same on both sides)

Select animal and hold: Secure tail and legs, and hold head in a manner to allow the person tagging working space on both sides 
of the neck crest.
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Applying Bead tag:

A.  Grip the rear nuchal crest spines and pull upwards to stretch the nuchal crest skin.

B.  Identify insertion point between spines and 3-4mm below the top. Piecing too close to the top of the crest leaves the tag    
      vulnerable to tearing out. Ensure both operator and holder’s fingers are clear, and firmly pierce completely through.
      
C.  While holding the sharp securely in place, feed the loose end of the tag through the sharp end of the needle until the beads  
      rest against the sharp’s point.

D. Gently slide the sharp out from the nap: this will leave the loose end of the tag wire through the piercing. Snug the beads   
     against the crest, and remove the sharp from the immediate work area.

E. Slide the remaining glass-beads onto the exposed wire (remember order!) followed by a crimp.

F.  Before crushing the crimp validate the bead color sequence. 

G. To finalize, gently pull the cable so the beads on the far side just touch the nap of the crest (the nap should not show signs 
of compression). On the near side, slide the crimp so the near side beads are just touching the nap. With the thumb and index 
finger hold the crimp and cable firmly in place and crush the crimp. Before cutting the excess cable, tug at the crimp to ensure 
it’s secure. Also check to ensure there is no nap compression or the cable is excessively loose. If so, repeat process.

H. Cut excess cable.

Log entry:   Ensure all bead-tag data is transcribed in log before processing another animal.

Glass-Beads:

Glass-Beads are used as color-code identifiers for visual observation. The colored beads are secured on either side of the 
iguanas crest in a fixed sequence so the color-code reads from the outside of the crest towards the inside. The number of beads 
on a side can be as little as one or up to four depending on the speculated number of animals to be tagged. Only when an animal 
has been confirmed to have died are bead-tag colors (ID) available for use again, but this should only be when there is no other 
option.

Particular bead colors are NOT used due to color fading or lack of contrast between other colors. Colors that should not be used 
are:  Grey,  Tan,  Brown,  Light Green,  Pink,  Translucent purple,  Purple

If in doubt, hang some up in the tropical sun for a year before deciding whether or not to use it.

Recommended bead colors (solid/bold) and their Letter ID: (Color Modifications for St. Eustatius)

             Bead Color  Large Bead Letter ID Small Bead Letter ID
 1.  w White   W   w
 2.  r Red   R   r
 3.  o Orange   O   o
 4.  y Yellow   Y   y
 5.  g (Dark) Green  G   g
 6.  b Black   B   b
 7.  p Pale Blue  P (pale blue)  p
 
Lower case letters for small beads, upper case for large ones. After using all large bead combinations, BIRP has started mixing 
bead sizes, so we have e.g. gyB (small green, small yellow, large blue) which is different to GYB (large green, large yellow, 
large blue). Small beads must lie outside large ones, otherwise they get hidden. Mixed tags like this, with small beads outer-
most, need the small wire and small leader sleeves. BIRP has found it is a bad idea to put a small bead adjacent to a large bead 
of the same color (e.g. ryY). They merge at a distance (to look like rY).

Large bead color sequencing example beginning with a single-bead (one each side) with transition to two-bead (two on each 
side). The two-bead sequence continues until all the colors are used then transitions to three-bead sequencing (three on each 
side).
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An example of bead color sequencing beginning with a single (one each side) progressing to a two-beads sequence. The color 
sequence continues until all combinations are used at which point the three-bead sequence beings, continuing to four-beads.

Outside Inside Inside Outside Acronym
# Color - Letter ID Color - Letter ID Crest Color - Letter ID Color - Letter ID Read out to in
1 White - W      w White - W      w W
2 Red - R           r Red - R           r R
3 Orange - O     o Orange - O     o O
4 Yellow - Y      y Yellow - Y      y Y
5 Green - G       g Green - G       g G
6 Black - B        b Black - B        b B
7 Pale Blue - P  p Pale Blue - P  p P
8 White - W       w White - W      w White - W      w White - W      w WW
9 White - W       w Red - R           r Red - R           r White - W      w WR
10 White - W       w Orange - O     o Orange - O     o White - W      w WO
11 White - W       w Yellow - Y      y Yellow - Y      y White - W      w WY
12 White - W       w Green - G       g Green - G       g White - W      w YG
13 White - W       w Black - B       b Black - B        b White - W      w WB
14 White - W       w Pale Blue - P  p Pale Blue - P  p White - W      w WP
15 Red - R           r White - W      w White - W      w Red - R           r RW
16 Red - R           r Red - R           r Red - R           r Red - R           r RR
17 Red - R           r Orange - O     o Orange - O     o Red - R           r RO
18 Red - R           r Yellow - Y      y Yellow - Y      y Red - R           r RY
19 Red - R           r Green - G       g Green - G       g Red - R           r RG
20 Red - R           r Black - B       b Black - B        b Red - R           r RB
21 Red - R           r Pale Blue - P  p Pale Blue - P  p Red - R           r RP
22 Orange - O     o White - W      w White - W      w Orange - O     o OW
23 Orange - O     o Red - R           r Red - R           r Orange - O     o OR
24 Orange - O     o Orange - O     o Orange - O     o Orange - O     o OO
25 Orange - O     o Yellow - Y      y Yellow - Y      y Orange - O     o OY
26 Orange - O     o Green - G       g Green - G       g Orange - O     o OG
27 Orange - O     o Black - B       b Black - B        b Orange - O     o OB
28 Orange - O     o Pale Blue - P  p Pale Blue - P  p Orange - O     o OP
..... ....... ....... ...... .......

COATED WIRE
CRIMPCRIMP ANIMAL ID CODE: YOB

READ OUT-TO-IN  ∆ READ OUT-TO-IN

FRED BURTON, 2007
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Field setup for performing PIT Tagging; Bead-Tagging, and Weights & Measures. (Shown:Glenn Gerber’s Field Kit) 

Juvenile Anegada Iguana, Cyclura pinguis, with single large bead-tag: Red (R).
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DO NOT USE PLIERS AS SHOWN IN THIS 
PHOTOGRAPH. USE CRIMPERS IDENTIFIED 
IN THIS DOCUMENT.
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Material List:

1. Syringe Sharp:
    A. Size for juvenile: 14G x 1” (or 1-1/2”)
    B. Size for adult: 16G x 1”

2. Leader Type: Fishing line-cable, Nylon coated  Multi-strand stainless cable (wire)
    A. Size for juvenile: Dia .026” or .021”  15lb
    B. Size for adult e.g. Sevlon 60WNA .032” 60lb
    C. Comments regarding cable: Nylon coated wire is most durable -- monofilament doesn’t last well.

3. Crimps sleeves: Single barrel crimp sleeves, Black oxidized.
    A. Size for juvenile: e.g. “A1” Sevenstrand
    B. Size for adult: e.g. “A2” Sevenstrand
    C. Comments regarding crimps: Beware! Size numbering is not consistent between manufacturers! Always physically            
       check INTERNAL diameter (for a snug fit to cable). Packet labeling rarely is clear on internal diameter or wire size 
       match (e.g. two strands or one strand per sleeve not stated!). Test before you buy.

4. Bead, Glass. Color requirements discussed at the end of this doc.
    A. Size for juvenile: 10/0
    B. Size for adults: 5mm
    C. Colors: Red, Orange, (Rich) Green, Black, Pale Blue, Yellow, White
    D. Colors to avoid: any which fade in sunlight – e.g. pink fades to white. Translucent purple fades to transparent. Also   
         beware dark colors and black are easily confused – don’t use more colors than you need, and use contrasting colors.

5. Crimping tool:
    A. Small vice-grip hand pliers. They ensure a flattened sleeve, and you can tell when they’ve closed rather than you having 
to judge how hard to squeeze with regular pliers. Poorly crimped leader sleeves are a common cause of early bead loss.

6. Cable cutters:
    A. High-quality hand cutters, flat-edge (one side) NOT “V” edged cutters, (these are the wire snips used by electricians).
    B. Note: The cutter quality is paramount to ensure the cable is cut clean without deforming to facilitate feeding through the  
      sharp.

7. Cleaning and antibacterial agents:
    A. Cleaning agent: Isopropyl alcohol.
    B. Antibacterial agent: Isopropyl alcohol or preferred agent.
    C. Rest the tagging sharp in a small container of alcohol between uses, and swab any dirt off the skin where it will be   
        pierced with an alcohol-soaked cotton swab. That’s all that is needed. The wire, beads, etc. are not sterilized. A fresh 
        sharp could be used for every tag, but if you’re doing 100 or so, then re-using the sharp makes sense.

8. Cotton swabs:
    A. Type:
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ADDENDUM

Notes about purchasing material:

1. The only place I could find QUALITY 5mm glass beads was in Czechoslovakia. Delivery is slow 4-6 weeks. 
    Standard shipping time can be longer and unpredictable. Recommend Expedited Shipping. Plan Ahead!!
    Color selection: All colors need to be distinct from one another (see photo below). My research attempting
    to purchase bead locally at sporting stores found most glass beads are manufactured in China. The size is 
    not consistent and the beads crack with little force. Also, there are now a selection of brass coated beads. The beads
    are painted, scratching and chipping easily. Brass based beads are also too heavy! When in doubt the crimp is
    not proper, REPLACE IT!
2. Crimper tool is “Southwire”, and Lowes Stores have them. It’s important to purchase this crimper with the blue handles. 
    See attached photo. Other similar crimper jaws don’t crimp properly, crushing the sleeve or not crimping enough where the
    cable is not secure. Pliers should not be used, they fracture the crimp.
3. Recommend purchasing two cutters. Cutter’s need to be FLUSH CUT, not “V” shaped that cause sharp edges.
4. Coated cable. Berkley Steelon Nylon Coated wire Model #D80BL (80 lb)
5. Crimps. Berkley Connector Sleeves Model#B4BL. Recommend purchasing spares!!
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Assembled Kit:

Case Modification: Cut notch in case wall to allow the crimper to clear the case top when closing.

Crimpers: The crimper cutter can be used but dulls quickly. Recommend purchasing FLUSH CUT cutters (same as cable cutter). 
If you are tagging large numbers of iguanas, purchase a few spare cutters! Dull cutters leave sharp edges that are undesirable.
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